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About This Game

Imagine being the only survivor of an explosion that kills thousands of people. That is the fate of Sofya Rykov. And survival is
just the beginning of her tale...

***
NOTE: This game uses 3D graphics and lighting. Please check Minimum Specifications before playing to ensure a good

experience
***
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Episode 0: The Immolation is a free, standalone chapter in the Echoes of the Fey adventure game/visual novel series. This
installment will serve as an introduction to players new to the series and provide important backstory to players who enjoyed
Echoes of the Fey Episode 1: The Fox's Trail, already released on Steam. Play as Sofya Rykov, before she became a private
investigator and before she was cursed with unstable magic powers. An officer in the Imperial Army, Sofya is tasked with

guarding Leshin prisoners at Onigrad, a city which will soon become famous for its fiery destruction.

 3d environments and dynamic camera angles via our new UE4 implementation

 English voice acting (expression lines)

 Over 1 hour of story with multiple choice branches

Soundtrack featuring new songs and remixes of Episode 1 tracks reflecting the dread of the Immolation of Onigrad

A free introduction to a series which will span multiple episodes

Achievements and trading cards

In the last days of the long war between Humans and Leshin, a tense stalemate has emerged. For years, Leshin have lain siege to
the Humans over their use of Fey reactors, massive machines that draw electricity from the realm of magic. Both sides tire after

almost thirty years of war, and perhaps peace is now in reach. But Leshin extremists, desperate for a victory to reclaim their
power among the people, are about to stage a devastating attack that will change the world forever.

Echoes of the Fey is a series of detective stories set in the high fantasy world of Oraz. Episode 0: The Immolation takes place
before the protagonist, Sofya Rykov, becomes a private investigator. She is an officer in the Imperial Human army who believes

she has secured a safe position as a prison guard in the metropolitan city of Onigrad. One fateful night, one of the Leshin
assigned to her begins to act strangely. And then a massive boom rings out from the Onigrad Fey reactor...

Episode 0 is an adventure game/visual novel with dialog trees and several choices for Sofya that will affect the way the story
plays out. Sofya will also be able to walk around the prison and learn more about the world from her prisoners, though with an

impending disaster about to hit the prison, she will have to balance how to use her time before staging her escape.
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Title: Echoes of the Fey Episode 0: The Immolation
Genre: Adventure, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Woodsy Studio
Publisher:
Woodsy Studio
Release Date: 7 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 and up

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Q8200 2.33GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD 7500 or NVIDIA GT 555M video card

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Play on Low settings with these specs

English
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echoes of the fey episode 0 the immolation

This guide is really helpful! I can recommend it to everyone who wants to get all the endings and achievements. Every character
has 8-10 diffrent endings and figuring them out on your own will take a while. I'm really thankful that such a guide exists and to
everyone who thinks it's too expensive to pay for a game guide you will get anywhere on the internet: it is never wrong to spend
money on something you like. They did an awesome job on the game and I will honor this of corse!

And to the reviewer before me and all the others who don't know where to find the .PDF file for the cheat map:
Just read the product information, they already said you will find it in the game folder otherwise you can use your search
function and scan your PC just for any .PDF or "To trust an Incubus" to find it ;). This is a great arcade-like game. But beware,
it may become addictive!
It was really fun getting all the achievements. Playing this game and competing with your friends for the highest score is the
most fun part. There's also a smartphone version I believe.

Get this game if you like arcade-like games.. Rage-quit simulator. Such a frustrating game. The challenge is lost with frustrating
mechanics.. Software works amazing.
Support is amazing never seen any game\/software where the developer is that quick in answering you and still being really
helpful.
Updates will be added alot so there always will be more functions which are actually useful.
Price is really cheap.

Now before this software i had another software called "Borderless Gaming" and i do belive i am the perfect guy to say which
software is beter and why because i have 1,169 hours on Borderless Gaming. And i have to say that this software is beter
because:
This software supports old games which Borderless Gaming does not have.
Borderless Gaming can only have Automatic mode and Manuel mode (Automatic you start a game and it auto makes it
borderless and manuel you have to click a button). Magic Borderless does not has a manuel mode at this moment but is has an
automatic mode and many many more functions. And Magic Borderless just has beter Support.

Overall i dont think i can think of anything negative of this software.. Nice game in the style of construction of minecraft in
which you have to build a special path to victory. Started the game wanting to play as a xenophile empire and explore the
wonders of the galaxy and expand my borders through friendly diplomacy, 400 years into the future and my empire sends
thousands of ships daily to the meat grinder fighting in an endless war on all sides against filthy xeno scum, eldtrich horrors
from beyond the void and even \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing space skynet terminators.

Started out as the Federation from startrek but ended up as the Imperium of man from warhammer 40k.
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Never has a game been so invigorating and realistic. This game makes me feel like I truly am the pirates who stole Tom Hanks
boat and told him that, "I am the captian now". The soundtrack was amazing, the likes of witcher 3 and other triple A games
matched the greatness of this teams music. I am surprised I was even able to run this game as the graphics were so realistic and
spot on that I thought my computer was going to break just from running this game. Great language support for everyone and
easy to learn controls, that are hard to master. Overall this game is my runner up for game of the year and I cant see anything
else winning against this studios achievement that is, "Africa Hunting". 12\/10 would recommend to anyone.. Ninja Guy for
Steam is hilariously random! You really can’t expect a game featuring a “Holy Cow Sensei” to be taking itself seriously! lol

The game is priced pretty much the same as Ninja Guy HD on iOS - except now it has huge waves of enemies, support for
joypads and really cool effects that weren’t in the original (of which I was also a fan).

The game mechanics revolve around managing your “Ninja Focus”. When you use your ninja stars, jump attacks, whirlwind or
torpedo moves this all uses up Ninja Guy’s blue bar. Even though it regenerates slowly on its own, the idea is that killing
enemies boosts your Ninja Focus allowing you to potentially chain an unlimited supply of special moves one after the other. If
you simply hack and slash without much thought (without killing enemies), you’ll run out of Ninja Focus and be left with simple
melee moves - and that leaves you vulnerable to ambushes. There is definitely an element of tactics required to succeed in this
game.

All things considered, for this price the game is great fun!. Simple and fun.. What is "Pretentious Game"?

Well, it is a minimalistic puzzle platformer that tries to tell us a love story. Now I have voted five stars on Kongregate for the
first three chapters that you find there for free (the fourth one doesn't seem to work). So it isn't that bad, yes? Yes, it is indeed a
nice little game if you don't have to pay for it. The gameplay and story are nicely delivered, although at one point unfair, and it
is a nice experience. However, with a total of around 40 minutes of gameplay for all the four chapters I see no justification for
charging five dollars or your local equivalent. Yes, you can buy it if you want to support the developer, and some levels are
redone for the Steam version, but otherwise I would recommend you playing this for free instead.

The graphics are minimalistic, the sound is not memorable. The puzzles are okay but don't require thinking - they are also
minimalistic. All in all, this is Exactly What It Says On The Tin - a pretentious game about a pretentious game.

http://www.kongregate.com/games/keybol/pretentious-game
http://www.kongregate.com/games/keybol/pretentious-game-2
http://www.kongregate.com/games/keybol/pretentious-game-3
http://www.notdoppler.com/pretentiousgame4.php

Do I recommend this game? Yes!
Do I recommend buying this game? Only if you want to support the developer, otherwise play it for free!

So I put a "Yes" down there, since there still is no "Neutral" button.. Great fun! :D blablabal! blabla bla! :D. Many of the
achievements seem to be broken and will not trigger. In addition, the naval combat is also extremely broken and buggy. The
voice work is terrible. The visuals are average for 2010. The music is bland and repetitive. I think there might only be three
tracks in the entire game, at most. Though probably only two. Set on an endless loop, good god. Finally, the commercial and
administrative mechanics of the game are extremely primitive and superficial-- this game is, in essence, a poor man's Port
Royale or Patrician, as regards the trade sims of this model.

I don't know if I've missed anything, but this game is so uninspiring it's hardly a surprise that I don't especially care. Do not pay
any more than $2.50 USD for this title.. As other reviewers suggest, this is probably the most "politically charged" book of the
series. I won't spoil the story, but let's just say that sometimes this feels a bit too forced.
It's also the one that features the least amount of fighting, focusing more on the state of the depicted world. In addition, the
ending does not solve the majority of the plot points and (minor spoiler)finishes with a cliffhanger.

In my opinion, this is probably the weakest entry of the series. That's not to say it's a bad title, however. I'm looking forward to
the sequel.

Overall rating: 6.0\/10. 3\/5
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Nothing bad, but nothing great or unique about it.

This is a top down platformer aimed at children 5-10 years old. It's difficulty level is around Kirby (excluding bosses), Drawn to
Life, or the Lego games. Experienced players won't have problems and will probably find it boring. Get it only during a good
sale.

There are 16 stages that can be completed in about 10 minutes each. There are several hidden bonus rooms if the player
searches or deviates from the main path. There are 3 weapons: a mallet with spring-loaded boxing glove, anvil dropper, and
umbrella that slows falling and protect against anvils. Hazards include moving platformers, trampolines, dropping platforms
(Donut Lifts), collasping bridge, catwalks, very tiny platforms, crushers (Thwomps), fast conveyer belts, and all of the above
over bottomless pits. Death results in being spawned in a nearby location and the loss of some coins. There are 2 maze levels,
some switch puzzles, and 3 bosses. The bosses requires some pattern memorization or tell\/cue recognition.

There is a moderate level of character customization. You can be a dog, cat, horse, or chicken. Each has 8 skin pallets. There are
about 20 clothes for hats\/wigs, gloves, shirts, pants, shoes, and backpacks. There are male and female casual clothes as well as
costumes such as princess, priate, vampire, scientist, and more; referecing Warner Brothers cartoons. All of these are purchased
with coins or found randomly in stages. (I purchased this game mainly because I like paper dolls, (guilty pleasure). I was pleased
with the selection. My only dissapointedment is the lack of pallets for clothing.)

Graphics - looks nice, cartoony with Merry Melodies aesthetics.
Sound - about 5 jazzy songs consisting of apporpriate but not memorable music
Controls - controls are solid but the player moves rather slowy

Misc. - I have no experience of the closed broswer MMO "Cartoon Universe". Credits state that this was developed by
Wayforward, but there are several other departments such as marketing, and Warner Brothers staff, etc.

We've launched a Patreon!:
Greetings everyone! As we forge ahead with our next project at Woodsy Studio, we're looking for new ways to fund
development. You can now follow our development journey and support us on our Patreon![www.patreon.com]

[www.patreon.com]

Funds from Patreon will help us develop our next game, Crimson Spires, a blend of otome romance and horror (hint: there will
be vampires). Meanwhile, patrons will see art, screenshots, and game development posts before we post them anywhere else.
You can also see weekly posts about our development process and monthly custom content such as supplemental art and short
stories.

One way or another, thanks for playing our games and we hope you continue to enjoy our work. Your support encourages and
enables us to keep creating!
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<3 Jenny and Malcolm
. Kickstarter Launched for Episode 2!:
Eager to find out what happens next to Sofya and Heremon? Check out our Kickstarter campaign for the next episode, Echoes
of the Fey: The Last Sacrament!

The Last Sacrament will be bigger in scope than anything we’ve made yet. Like Episode 0, we're building the game in UE4.
We’re also adding a unique gameplay element in the form of a mini-game called RiftRealms.

RiftRealms is a tabletop game that exists in the world of Echoes of the Fey, and as Sofya you can play with other characters. We
thought this would be an interesting way to showcase each character’s personality based on how they treat you as a Dungeon
master. It also explores the question: what do people fantasize about in a fantasy world?

You also have several romance options in The Last Sacrament. If you proceed carefully, you can develop a romantic relationship
with Katerina, Arkady, Nikolai, or Heremon.

Check it out here:
Kickstarter Campaign . Big Update Released!:
Greetings everyone!

Two years after the initial release of Episode 0, we've gone back and updated the game with new graphics and special effects.
You can now enjoy better performance of the game on your computer, cleaner character sprites, and remastered CG
illustrations.
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We hope you enjoy the changes!
Sincerely,
Jenny and Malcolm. Update with Performance Improvements:
Greetings everyone!
Today we pushed an update that should improve the performance of the game on lower-end systems. The adjustments include:

- Changing a lot of lighting to static
- Altered camera exposure and sprite brightness to adjust to less lighting
- Changing anti-aliasing from TXAA to FXAA, which also sharpens sprite animations
- Adjusting text speed so that when set to maximum, lines fill in immediately

Doing this also forced us to focus on the 64-bit version of the game, so at least for now, the game must be played on 64-bit
operating systems. But we hope that these changes will improve the gaming experience for people playing on older hardware.

As always, thanks for playing, and we hope you enjoy!
- Jenny and Malcolm. Released today, along with soundtrack!:
Hello everyone, we're excited to release this game free on Steam today and we hope you enjoy it! Please let us know what you
think!

If you like Episode 0, the next full chapter-- Episode 1: The Fox's Trail -- is already available here on Steam, and 15% off this
week. You can also buy the soundtrack to Episode 0 as DLC content.

Happy playing!
- Jenny and Malcolm
Woodsy Studio
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